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Life was in a different dimension when I left
editorial work at the Spiritual War Office,
Rowlane, to join Samson -- Campaigning for
Father. The hustle of active campaigning
reveals a wonderful world of a life of activity,
of obedience, of discipline and alertness! When
you stand on the pavement learn to respect the
place; after all, we may well be tested to spend
the night there.
I found it very important to feel dignified when
I sold pamphlets for Father. To develop a
fighting spirit to achieve sustained success, one
should have that alert, dignified yet humble
attitude on the pavement! Also it is of great help
to be cheerful but determined.
Samsonites have evolved an inspired routine
within the lorry to raise the spiritual atmosphere
by setting prayer conditions and Principle study
sessions in the morning. The sharp sliding,
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crawling, bending, twisting and pouncing
activities in order to move inside helps to maintain that physical balance, which helps to strengthen the
spirit!
When you approach couples on the street, ask both partners, since because of Cain-Abel roles you may
well ask Abel; and Cain will drag Abel away. But don't let this annoy you one little bit! The next time you
should ask them both; look into their faces and address them as 'Madam-Sir'! In this way the one who is
likely to buy will react in a positive way. Of course there are exceptions. Certain mornings you may well
run into a wave of negativity! You might think that you may well have started the day with "Morning
Satan". Keep positive, like Joshua and Caleb; indeed you are a living part of all the glorious history that
the Bible unfolds to you! Keep saying to yourself that you may be "Unknown BUT known", really are
pretty well known in the spirit world. So raise yourself and brace yourself and try to enjoy your time on
the pavement.
When you have developed a steady selling spirit, Satan will send to you many of those who serve him
blindly, the false prophets and Christians looking for extraneous activity to strengthen their faith like an
attack on you with their latest quick-firing, light-weight New Testaments. Here you must recognize these
sort of people quickly enough and avoid getting yourself involved with them. Otherwise, you will find
that your rate of selling will not flourish. These people will argue the Bible backwards and forwards and
they will take away your beautiful and loving selling spirit. Once you have lost this it is not easy to gain
it. It will take some time. Sometimes people may get annoyed with you but do not show a tit for tat
attitude! This is not like God then. Remain dignified and calm and humble when you receive an insult, for
it is you who are asking them, and there is no justification for you to be angry in spirit let alone 'Show it
outwardly. Communists may well make you lose your temper, if you lose it this will stop your selling
spirit from functioning smoothly.
In Samson Campaigns, we set three 2 hour selling periods with a tea break, a lunch break and another tea
break. In these periods we, each one endeavor to sell for Father 100 Revivals making a reasonable 300 for
the day! If you did well at lunch, then don't adopt a cock-a-hoop attitude, for Satan may well have the last
word on your day's sales. Keep a tight rein and eternal vigilance for sustained success.
When I was inspired to break the weekly record for sales, I was spurred on by a tremendous force which
hit me! How Father helps you when you enjoy doing it for HIM!

